TRAILS
SUPERSTITION WILDERNESS

There is a network of some 170 miles of “system” trails serving the Superstition Wilderness Area and contiguous areas. Their condition varies from satisfactory to very poor. All trails are closed to motor vehicles and mechanical transport such as bikes.

Use a great deal of caution when traveling on backcountry trails such as this one and be aware of the risks you assume.

A few brief comments are in order about the following trail:

**Reavis Gap Trail 117:** 4.7 miles long. An interesting trail with good views. Sections east of Reavis Gap are steep and very rocky. Not recommended for horses. Elevation: 3,280 - 5,250 feet. Termini: Trail 256 (near Campaign TH), and Trail 109.

No more than 15 people are allowed to be in a group. No more than 15 head of livestock are allowed in a group.